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Welcome to the 5th edition of Security Matters! 

Dear All,

2013 has started, and I feel it’s time to introduce the new additions to my team, the 
Paradox team that will lead us to excellence and new heights. Our team is geared to 
continue providing and improving our personal service, Paradox innovation, and most 
of all, our partnership with our distributors. These have been our guiding principles 
since I founded the company 25 years ago.

Many of you have been with me since the beginning of this amazing journey. Together 
we have brought our systems and philosophy to millions of properties, tens of 
thousands of dedicated dealers, and numerous monitoring stations around the globe.

I am excited to enter the next 25 years with a group of talented, ambitious, and 
wonderful people who will be heading up the Paradox management team.

It is my pleasure to introduce the leaders among the team, Tami, Oded and Ryan. Tami 
Vansower is the new CEO of Paradox Innovation and our Director of Global Marketing. 
She will be leading the charge. Her vision will drive Paradox’s global marketing initiatives and will make 2013 a year of excellence 
and distinction. I am confident that this tradition will continue for many years to come. Oded Hamburger, Vice President of Global 
Research and Development, oversees Paradox’s diverse research and development teams. He pushes them to the outer limits of 
unconventional thinking. Under his auspices we will redefine our systems to meld expediency, ease of use, and control over life styles 
needs.  Ryan Bernard, General Manager, Paradox Canada, will take up the responsibility for our Paradox Montreal facility, as well as 
our global production strategy. He will ensure that our clients continue to receive the high-quality products they depend upon. As 
you read on in this newsletter, you will find an overview of the new members of the management team and their contact information. 
As always, they are here to serve you.  

Again, I wish you and yours the best in 2013 and look forward to another great year together and many more to come.

Shmuel Hershkovitz  
Owner and Founder, Paradox Security Systems
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Sneak Preview 
NVX80 - New ENVY Series Detector

Take a sneak peek at the newest addition to the ENVY 
Series of detectors. Presenting our all-new flagship 
detector, the NVX80. 
See More 

BabyWare for EVO Beta

Check out the latest version of BabyWare, which now 
fully supports the EVO192 Control Panel.
See More 
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Sneak Preview - Products in Beta

BabyWare Supports EVO192!
The Product

BabyWare V2.1 supports the new EVO192 panel and a slew of other 
Paradox products. BabyWare removes the burden of complex keypad 
programming by allowing you to configure settings and monitor system 
events from a single point of control. This innovative software simplifies 
operations and allows you to program all system parameters on-site or 
remotely. BabyWare is software designed for both installers and 
end-users of Paradox products.

The Beta Process

To make the most of this beta, we are opening the testing process to 
trained Paradox installers, in addition to our certified distributors. Anyone 
interested in joining the beta, should register at www.babywarebeta.com. 

Once registered, the beta tester will be sent a link to download the 
software and a password allowing them to report issues found when 
testing the software. The BabyWare beta will close in six months on May 
1, 2013. 

The Latest in the ENVY Series - NVX80 
Indoor / Outdoor Motion Detector for Harsh Environments with 
Advanced Active Anti-Masking and Eight Detection Channels

The Product

We are excited about the innovations and capabilities of the NVX80! A select group of Paradox 
distributors are currently testing this new motion detector for harsh environments. We have 
received excellent reviews from our beta testers! This product delivers a WOW effect! 
The NVX80 combines several technologies and its active IR anti-masking surpasses the 
specifications of the EN 50131 Grade 3 certification for indoor motion detectors. 

Feature List

•	 Designed for operation in harsh indoor 
and inclement outdoor environments

•	 All new, Paradox-developed 2-level 
anti-masking detection of close-range 
interference and destructive materials, 
including sprays

•	 8 detection channels:

 -  2x long range: quad interlock 
PIRs (four channels)

 -  1x long range: two channel 
MW antenna

 -  1x separate down-looking quad 
creep zone 

•	 Menu-driven, built-in configuration 

•	 Unique display for 

 -  Active IR anti-mask 
(lens transparency or obstruction)

 - Long range protection
 - Creep zone protection 
 - Microwave 
 - Anti-mask
 - Clean lens
 - Diagnostics

•	 Built-in diagnostics and testing mode

http://www.babywarebeta.com/
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Sneak Preview - Products in Beta
IP150 Replaces IP100! Better Features, Better Design, Better Price!

The Product

The IP150 Internet Module upgrades and replaces the IP100. The IP150 provides SSL-encrypted 
email notifications when certain events occur. The module offers a log function that can log up 
to 64 events, which can be viewed online with improved speed, two web-controlled PGMs – all 
packaged in a space-saving design.

@Email Noti�cation

Home PC

Router

Router

Web Access

IPR512
IP Receiver

Monitoring
Station

Control Panel
IP150

WAN

The IP150 builds upon the IP100 and integrates the following new features:

•	 SSL support for sending secured emails via a secure sockets layer; a protocol for encrypting information over the Internet

•	 HTTPS Secure support for improving security (HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure; a widely used communications protocol 
for secure communication over a computer network)

•	 Two I/Os on board; controlled via the web interface, triggering an email

•	 Event log on web interface; displays last 64 events

•	 Easy installation; built-in clip for mounting in a metal box 

In order to connect to the IP150, the associated iParadox must be upgraded to the latest available version.

IP150 System Overview

http://www.paradox.com/Products/Default.asp?CATID=9
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New Products
IPRS-7 - IP/GPRS PC Receiver Software
The Product

The IPRS-7 is a desktop application that emulates the IPR512 GPRS/IP Monitoring Receiver with an unlimited number of 
accounts and newly added control and monitoring features. 

This latest version of the IPRS-7 converts the emulator into a proactive device that can remotely control and monitor multiple 
panels. Installers and operators at central monitoring stations can easily leverage, via the IPRS-7, and a panel’s master code to 
directly connect to any panel registered to the emulator. Once connected, the operator can monitor the panel in real-time, as 
well as, activate the panel’s functionality. In essence, the operator can arm and disarm a system, activate PGMs, bypass zones 
and more from the IPRS-7 interface. No programming is needed, with this updated IPRS-7 tool, installers and central monitoring 
stations have direct access to the panel control interface. 

Usage Scenarios

•	 Central Branch Supervision:  A bank with several branches can position a central supervision station in its main branch and 
use the IPRS-7 to monitor and control the individual systems installed in its various sub-branches. The operator in central 
branch supervision station can easily arm and disarm a system and remotely activate PGMs to local bank management or 
security personnel. For example, an operator could open the door to a local branch vault for patrols in the field.

•	 Proactive Maintenance Programs: Installers and dealers can configure an installed panel to report any system troubles or 
activity to the IPRS-7. Then the installer/dealer can contact their customer, whose system reported a trouble, and recom-
mend a corrective action like replacing a battery, reconnecting to a panel and so on.

To view the IPRS-7 feature list, see the following page.
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New Products

CMSI - SDK
The CMSI SDK (Central Monitoring Station Integration Software Development Kit) enables central monitoring stations to monitor 
and control registered Paradox accounts from third party applications like automation software.  The CMSI SDK gives the CMS 
the complete functionality of the IPRS-7 control over panels from within their automation software. The central monitoring soft-
ware uses the IPRS-7 emulator as a bridge to perform actions directly with the connected account. 

Use of the CMSI SDK is reliant upon the central monitoring station integrating the IPRS-7 emulator. 

For more information and to request the CMSI SDK, please contact distributorsupport@paradox.com. 

Central Monitoring Station Receiver Solutions
Paradox now has 4 central monitoring station receiver solutions which integrate the Paradox IP/GPRS 
communication technology.

IPRS-7 – IP and GPRS Receiver Emulator Software

IPDOX SDK – Software Development Kit to integrate the Paradox protocol into existing software 

IPR512 – IP and GPRS Monitoring Receiver

CMSI SDK – Software Development kit to integrate panel control capabilities within the central monitoring station’s 
third-party automation software

•	 The ability to convert IP/GSM/GPRS panel reports into 
ADEMCO 685, SURGARD MLR2-DG, and RADIONICS 
6500 (commonly used CSM formats)

•	 Report to a local automation SW/HW

•	 Log all events and save them in a CID format

•	 Enhanced CMS capabilities 

•	 A new GUI delivering a more intuitive and simplified 
navigation

•	 A new operator profiles: administrator, operator and 
guests

•	 Three levels of panel connectivity: dependant on oper-
ator permissions 

•	 A new logging mechanism: enable a memory and file log 
with three levels – error, activity and debug

•	 Expanded account events: 3 new internal account 
events and 12 receiver events

•	 Automatic and manual back-up of events (time-based) 
and accounts (action triggered)

•	 Improved backup capabilities: automatic, manual and 
password protected

•	 An account recycle bin provides restore capabilities

•	 Events buffered while the monitoring software is “down” 
will be automatically transferred when the monitoring 
software presence is detected

•	 The software can be translated, Spanish, French and 
English dictionaries are included

•	 Direct communication with monitoring software over IP 
or serial port

•	 Configurable activity logs 

•	 And more!

IPRS-7 - IP/GPRS PC Receiver Software (continued...)
IPRS-7 Features Include

Download the updated IPRS-7 software here.

http://www.paradox.com/Products/Default.asp?CATID=9
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Paradox News
At your service...
As Shmuel mentioned in his introduction to this edition of Security Matters, Paradox has welcomed several new members to 
its management team. So in honor of the New Year, we asked them to share their thoughts and plans for 2013! 
The only rule was that they had to do it tweet-size, that is 140 characters, or at least close to it. 

Tami Vansower - CEO Paradox Innovation and Director of Global Marketing - tami@paradox.com

''Innovation, personal service, and quality, I believe they will continue to drive our success into 2013 and beyond''

Tami joined Paradox in October 2011 and provides leadership and vision for Paradox’s international operations and global 
marketing efforts. She takes pride in providing personal attention to our customers and Paradox employees alike. 

Ryan Bernard - General Manager, Paradox Canada -  rbernard@paradox.com

''Paradox is entering its 25th year – it is to be marked by excellence in production and service''

Ryan is responsible for the day-to-day operations of all aspects of Paradox’s facility near Montreal, Canada and 
all activities related to our global production.

Oded Hamburger - Vice President, Global Research & Development -  ohamburger@paradox.com

''As a team, we will redefine what “security” tools are… our R&D creates tools that give us control over our environment''

Oded oversees Paradox’s diverse research and development teams.  Our designers and engineers push the limits of 
unconventional thinking to develop technologies that effortlessly combine convenience and security.

Natasha Knowles - General Manager, Paradox Bahamas -  natasha@paradox.com

''Numbers! Numbers! Numbers! Watch them grow. Looking forward to a year of increased production, increased 
sales and increased growth.''

Natasha is responsible for the overall management of Paradox’s offices in the Bahamas. She was at the forefront in 
establishing the office in 2005 and now oversees Paradox’s global financial structure.

Miri Tamir - Manager, Global Distribution -  mtamir@paradox.com

''My focus will be on strengthening our distribution network, expanding into new markets… a network characterized 
by respect, loyalty and personal relationships''

Miri is responsible for developing and maintaining Paradox’s worldwide distributor network. She excels in forming strong, 
long-term relationships with resellers and developing strategic partner ecosystems. Miri is committed to preserving the 
personal relationships and dedicated services, a Paradox hallmark, as our distribution network grows.

Jodi Joseph-Asiag - Senior Manager, Global Marketing -  jodi@paradox.com

''Go-To-Market campaigns, social media tools, training modules, newsletters, posters, data sheets, manuals, 
quick starts – we’ll be busy!''

Jodi heads up Paradox’s global marketing initiatives, which include developing market programs for our distributor network, 
overseeing the creation of technical and marketing materials for our product catalogue, and the introduction of social media 
and public relations programs.

Yinon Negev - Product Development -  yinon@paradox.com

''Answering customer needs, delivering control to our users, making products that blend convenience, intuitiveness, 
and innovation – that will be 2013 for me''

Yinon is responsible for outlining the requirements for new products and maintaining communication between Paradox’s 
research and development teams and its global marketing department.
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Marketing Tips & Tricks
Introducing the Paradox Poster Snap!
Are you looking for an easy and quick way to hang your Paradox posters? Why not use the Paradox Poster Snap! 
It is great for your office or as a give-away. Contact your certified Paradox Distributor to purchase Poster Snaps.

Poster Competition
In honor of the new Paradox Poster Snap, we are hosting the first 
Paradox Poster Competition!

Submissions will be featured in a future edition of Security Matters, a 
Paradox Around the World presentation and on our website. 

Winners will be sent a set of 10 Paradox Poster Snaps.

Send pdf files of posters you have created to promote Paradox products 
to your installers or end-users to marketing@paradox.com. 

TM50 Touch / TM40 User Manuals
The all-new TM40 and TM50 Touch User Manuals are great starter guides for a first-time user. Depicting basic how-to’s on 
our leading touchscreens, these documents will help users get acquainted with their basic functions. Click on the images 
below to visit the respective manual's download page on our website.

http://www.paradox.com/Downloader?ID=5912
http://www.paradox.com/Downloader?ID=5911
http://www.paradox.com/Downloader?ID=5913
http://www.paradox.com/Downloader?ID=5910
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Production News
EN Certification
Paradox is dedicated to leading the industry in innovation and quality. We are proud to announce the latest selection of our 
products to be awarded EN 50131 certification. We will report as this list of certified products continues to grow.

Motion Detectors

•	 DG85 (V2.43)

•	 NV500 (V2.43)

•	 NVR780 (V2.51)

•	 NV780 (V2.52) - Coming soon

Remote Controls

•	 REM1 (V3.10)

•	 REM15 (V3.10)

•	 REM101 (V1.01) - Coming soon

•	 REM3 (V1.10) - Coming soon

Wireless Expansion

•	 RTX3 (V5.16) - Coming soon

Control Panels

•	 EVO192 Power Supply (V2.70)

•	 MG5050 (V4.90) - Coming soon

•	 SP4000 (V5.10) - Coming soon

•	 SP5500 (V4.90) - Coming soon

•	 SP6000(V4.90) - Coming soon

All-in-one Consoles

•	 MG6250 (V1.54) - Coming soon

Accessories

•	 SR120 (V1.01)

Keypads

•	 TM50 (V1.25)

Communication

•	 PCS250 (V1.21)

A selection of EN certified products:

TM50 Touch PCS250 EVO192
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Distributor Spotlight & Distributor News

China
Senboll - Awarded Top10 Security Systems 

International Brand Award for 2012

See More 

Indonesia
Walker Safety - Jakarta SSA & FDA Exhibitions

See More 

Serbia
Sectron Celebrates a Paradox Christmas

See More 

Belgium
New Paradox Playlist on 

Sabelco's Youtube Channel

See More 

Paradox Distribution Center (PDC), Paradox’s Partner in the CIS and Baltic States 
Paradox Distribution Centre (PDC) is a veteran Paradox distributor. For over 15 years, 
they have been representing Paradox in the Baltic States, Russia and former soviet 
countries, including; Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 
Kirgizstan, and Moldova.

Brothers Vytas and Aris Gudaitis established PDC, a private company, with the goal 
of becoming a leading player in the security industry throughout their target territories. 
They have most definitely achieved their goal. PDC has become a successful 
distributor, noted for their professionalism, trusted relationships and great business 
value they bring to their partner ecosystem. Grazvydas Lukosevicius, PDC’s Director, 
manages their ongoing business.

Recently, PDC launched a series of instructional videos, in both Russian and English. The videos feature PDC Director  
Grazvydas Lukosevicius.

Click to view their “How to install MG5000” video:  High-res version  Low-res version

Globetrotting with Paradox

http://www.paradox-russia.ru/files/video/MG-instr-EN_hi.avi
http://www.paradox-russia.ru/files/video/MG-instr-EN_lo.avi
https://www.youtube.com/user/SabelcoTV
http://www.paradox.com/News/Default.asp?Filename=/News/NEWS_2012/DH_01_14-12-2012.asp
WWW.sectron.co.rs
http://www.paradox.com/News/Default.asp?Filename=/News/NEWS_2012/DH_01_12-12-2012.asp
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Firmware Updates
Please note that all firmware releases are first made available to certified Paradox distributors and then two weeks 
later made available to their extensive customer base. 

Communication Modules
IP100 Internet Module - V5.2
•	Multiple	web	browser	support.

 

PCS250 GPRS/GSM Communicator Module - V1.2
•	Dual	SIM	card	support.
•	EN	50131	compliancy.
•		Supports	onboard	tamper	switch 

(panels need to be updated).
•		Supports	arming/disarming	via 

SMS in GPRS mode.
•		Newly	supported	languages: 

Albanian, Macedonian and Croatian.
•	Several	minor	issues	are	fixed.

Keypads
TM50 Touch Interactive Touchscreen - V1.25
•		The	TM50	Touch	has	been 

awarded EN Certification.
•		The	TM40	V1.25	will	be 

released in the coming month.

Remotes
REM15 Remote Control with Backlit Buttons - V3.1
•	EN	50131	compliancy. 
•	New	low	battery	supervision.

For more information 

For more information 

For more information 

For more information 

http://www.paradox.com/Products/default.asp?CATID=3&SUBCATID=38&PRD=168
http://www.paradox.com/Products/default.asp?CATID=7&SUBCATID=69&PRD=511
http://www.paradox.com/Products/default.asp?CATID=4&SUBCATID=44&PRD=328
http://www.paradox.com/Products/default.asp?CATID=3&SUBCATID=37&PRD=517

